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Typography
NCEA Level 2 Design and Visual Communication doesn’t specifi cally consider typography, 
but this weblet outlines some ideas around the use of this skill. It can be used in the layout 
of general and presentation work. This weblet covers:
• Typography

Typography and design
Typography, the appearance of words and other text, has a depth that many students do 
reach. Typography and computers tend to allow students to work at a superfi cial level. 
Students get caught up in the use of computers to create and produce work that supposedly 
explores text. What in fact they are doing is generating a lot of text fonts and possibly 
considering these with variations like italics. This activity offers little by way of exploring text.

As a student of graphics, you should be evaluating the typeface with respect to its end use.
• Why have you chosen this typeface?
• How does it infl uence the work you are producing?
• What does it add to the assemblage of your work?

Fig. 1 shows a range of terms that may be useful when dealing with text. These are not 
defi nitive but provide information for you to use when discussing text.

Typography terms

GraphAscenders

Descenders

x height Type size in points

Ascenders are: b d f h
Descenders are: g j y p

Cap Lower case Serif Ascender

Base line

Counter: white
shapes within
letters

Descender

Cap height

Fig. 1: Typography terms

Using typography
Fig. 2 provides you with a range of ideas relating to text and how we can manipulate a simple 
font to change its appearance. This becomes useful as you move into the idea of working 
with a font in a larger context. Maintaining the font integrity is as important as layout and 
communication. The human eye is a wondrous tool for picking up alterations and variations 
that don’t quite look right.
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Key elements
The key elements when using typography are:
• Usage – who will see or read it?
• Readability – from what distance do you expect people to read it?
• Function – who or where will it be used? Does the font allow it to be used?
• Aesthetics – does the font interact with other parts of the outcome?

Letter spacing
• Optical equal volume

Variations
• Small/large
• Thick/thin
• Hard/soft
• Narrow/wide
• Vertical/inclined
To solve a problem using one text type

Type composition alternatives
• Flush right
• Flush left
• Justifi ed text is even spaced.
• Centred
• Contoured text fi ts around a piece of art work.
•  Run-around text wraps around a graphic like a photo.
• Asymmetric lacks either left or right margin.
• Shaped text is on a curve or irregular line.
•  Concrete text takes the shape of an object that is 

described. In this case, a wave.
• Vertical is down the page.
• Inclined is on an angle.

Body text
• Sans serif
• Serif

• 8pt 14pt
• Usually 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 pt

Identifi cation
• Shape Name: Times Roman/Courier
• Size Point size
• Weight Light/Medium/Bold/Extra Bold
• Width Condensed/Normal/Expanded
• Slope Vertical/Italics

TYPOGRAPHY
Typesetting and text

Line spacing
• Inter-line spacing

Classifi cation
• Serif Thick/Thin
• Sans serif Even, simple
• Script Simulate hand writing
• Text letter Similar to calligraphy

Type measurement
• Point (pt) size Vertical height 1 pt = 1

72
 inch

• Pt sizes 4 to 72+
• Pica Horizontal length: 1 pica = 1

6
 inch

• Em Square of text, eg 48 em = 48 pt sq

Headlines
• 14 pt to 144 pt

Word spacing
• Lower case ‘n’ without space
• Lower case ‘i’ with space

Fig. 2: Using typography

Activity 1: Typography

1. What is a typeface?
2. What is a point?
3. What size is commonly used for body text?
4. What does typeface weight mean?
5. What size might a poster heading be?
6. What is meant by a ‘serif typeface’?
7. In choosing a typeface, what factors do you consider?


